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Evolution-Free Hamiltonian Parameter Estimation through Zeeman Markers
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We provide a protocol for Hamiltonian parameter estimation which relies only on the Zeeman effect.
No time-dependent quantities need to be measured; it fully suffices to observe spectral shifts induced by
fields applied to local “markers.” We demonstrate the idea with a simple tight-binding Hamiltonian and
numerically show stability with respect to Gaussian noise on the spectral measurements. Then we
generalize the result to show applicability to a wide range of systems, including quantum spin chains,
networks of qubits, and coupled harmonic oscillators, and suggest potential experimental implementations.
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Introduction.—One of the most fundamental concepts of
quantum theory is the Hamiltonian as the generator of
dynamics. Hamiltonians are of paramount importance in
our understanding of matter and its properties, but they can
also do some work for us: in quantum technology, they can
trigger quantum simulations or even form the basis of
quantum computing. The current drive towards high-
fidelity quantum devices has kindled renewed interest in
Hamiltonian parameter estimation [1].
Hamiltonian parameter estimation is important but costly

in terms of resources used. It requires detailed control and
measurements, as well as extensive postprocessing of the
measured data. In specific situations, however, specialized
protocols can ease the task. As such, indirect estimation has
recently been developed [2] to allow parameter estimation in
systems with limited access. The basic idea is to measure a
free induction decay of the type fðtÞ ¼ h1j exp ð−iHtÞj1i ¼P

k exp ð−iektÞjh1jekij2 with respect to some reference state
j1i representing a “local” probe. Fourier transform then
provides the spectrum fekg and the coefficients jh1jekij, and
it was shown that for one-dimensional systems these limited
data can suffice to estimate the full system.
This initial work has been extended in several directions. It

was shown [3], perhaps surprisingly, that for certain systems
the initialization in a reference state is not necessary. If more
than one probe can be used, the method can be applied to
arbitrary networks [4]. Other physical systems, such as
fermionic and bosonic networks [5] and linear passive

systems [6], were also found to be indirectly estimable. It
was found that additional control of the probes helps to gain
phase information [7], and a description in terms of poly-
nomial equations was developed in Refs. [8–10]. Graph
structures occurring in biometric systems were studied in
Ref. [11], and the first NMR experiments demonstrated
feasibility of the method for small systems [12,13].
All of these methods suffer from a major drawback: the

requirement to measure time-resolved dynamics and to do
so locally. This is hard, because the dynamics can be very
fast for strongly coupled systems, because decoherence
limits the time period over which useful data can be
acquired, and because local measurements are difficult.
It is interesting to note, however, that half of the required
data for the above schemes, namely, the spectrum fekg, can
be relatively easy to measure. The spectrum is a global
property of a many-body system and can be measured by
absorption or emission of electromagnetic radiation, and
many advanced methods for spectroscopy in a plethora of
experiments have been established. Generally, spectros-
copy does not require time-resolved measurements and
can work well in the presence of decoherence. Does
the spectrum provide enough information to perform
Hamiltonian parameter estimation? As can be seen from
Ref. [2], one fixed spectrum can give rise to infinitely many
different parameter choices (through fixing h1jeki).
However, we show in this Letter that two spectra do the
job: one being the original spectrum of H, and one being
the spectrum of a modified Hamiltonian H0 which arises
from applying a local field to a probe that we call the
“Zeeman marker.” This probe does not have to be measured
locally and no time-dependent data are required. We first
demonstrate this idea with a simple (but common) tight-
binding Hamiltonian, then analyze its stability, and finally
generalize to spin Hamiltonians, free fermions and bosons,
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and arbitrary networks. Finally we suggest potential exper-
imental implementations.
Simple model.—We consider an N-dimensional Hilbert

space with basis fj1i; j2i;…; jNig and a tight-binding
Hamiltonian given by

H ¼
XN−1

n¼1

cnjnihnþ 1j þ c�njnþ 1ihnj: ð1Þ

Although in general the parameters cn could be complex, it
suffices to consider the case cn > 0, because complex
phases eiϕn can always be absorbed in the choice of basis,

fj2i→ e−iϕ1 j2i; j3i→ e−iðϕ2þϕ1Þj3i;…; jNi→ e−i
P

N−1
n¼1

ϕng.
Our target is to estimate the parameters cn by measuring the
spectrum of the system only. In order to do so, let us apply a
fieldfj1ih1j at site 1 (see Fig. 1). Thus,we havemodified our
Hamiltonian toH0 ¼ H þ fj1ih1j. Denoting the spectrumof
the originalHamiltonianH asfekg and the one ofH0 asfe0ng,
we can derive [14]

jhekj1ij2 ¼ ðe0k − ekÞ=f
Y

m≠k

ðek − e0mÞ
ðek − emÞ

: ð2Þ

Without loss of generality we may choose the phases of the
eigenstates jeki such that hekj1i ≥ 0. This means that the
measurements of the spectra of H and H0 reveal hekj1i. We
remark that the value off plays no significant role and indeed
can be unknown: the jhekj1ij2 sumup to 1,which implies that
f can also be inferred from the spectra.
From hekj1i we can obtain the cn following Refs. [2,8]:

the equation

XN

k¼1

emk jh1jekij2 ¼ h1jHmj1i ð3Þ

provides iterative polynomial equations in the cn which can
be solved; e.g., for m ¼ 2, we get c21, for m ¼ 4,
c21ðc21 þ c22Þ, and so on. We remark that on-site terms of
the form bnjnihnj can also be estimated [2]. A more
thorough analysis of such polynomials in terms of their
Gröbner basis was recently provided in Ref. [10].
Stability.—We numerically analyze the stability of the

algorithm with respect to errors in the spectroscopy.

Modeling the error as independent Gaussian noise, we
find that the error scales weakly with the chain length up to
a critical value, after which the estimation scheme fails (see
Fig. 2). For the chains considered, the spectrum is bounded
by the interval ½−2; 2� and the maximum eigenvalue is close
to 2. Thus, a standard deviation in the Gaussian noise of
0.04 corresponds to a percentage of the range of eigen-
values measured. As we can see, the errors must be below
that order of magnitude to give useful estimation results for
chains of length range up to N ¼ 20. As a rough argument,
the error must be smaller than the smallest difference in
eigenenergies, which scales as 2=N2 for isotropic chains.
The corresponding critical valuesNc ¼ 5, 7, 10, 14 roughly
match the numerical observations. Although in the general
scheme the value of the parameter f is not important, for
stability it is clear that we want f as large as possible to get
a big spectral difference between H and H0. This is
confirmed by numerics, which scales best when f ≫ 1
(we found the error saturates after approximately a ¼ 10).
Generalizations.—The simple model discussed above

can easily be extended to other interesting cases. First,
consider Heisenberg spin Hamiltonians of the form

H¼
XN

n¼1

cnðXXþYYþΔZZÞn;nþ1þ
XN

n¼1

bnZn: ð4Þ

These models conserve the total number of excitations.
Considering the sector with one excitation, they become
equivalent to the tight-binding models discussed above. If
one can either initialize such a system in the first excitation
sector or select the spectral lines corresponding to the first
excitation sector using the usual Zeeman effect, then the
above protocol becomes applicable.

FIG. 1. We estimate the parameters cn of a HamiltonianH given
by Eq. (1) by actively modifying it to H0, applying a time-
independent local field on the “Zeeman marker” (orange).
Performing spectroscopy on H and H0 yields two spectra, fekg
and fe0ng, from which we compute the cn through Eqs. (2) and (3).
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FIG. 2. Average error in the estimation of the cn in Eq. (1).
Shown is

P
N−1
n¼1 ðcn − ĉnÞ2=ðN − 1Þ averaged over 10000 sam-

ples for chains of length N ¼ 2;…; 20. The true couplings were
taken to be cn ¼ 1 and the estimated couplings ĉn were numeri-
cally computed using the tomography scheme described in the
text. The field parameter was chosen to be large (f ¼ 10). The
four lines correspond to Gaussian noise in the spectral measure-
ments of standard deviations 0.01–0.08.
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Likewise, for quadratic Hamiltonians of the form

H¼
XN−1

n¼1

An;nþ1a
†
nanþ1þ

1

2

XN−1

n¼1

ðBn;nþ1a
†
na

†
mþ1þH:c:Þ; ð5Þ

with A Hermitian and BT ¼ −ϵB for fermions (ϵ ¼ 1) and
bosons (ϵ ¼ −1), we can follow a similar protocol to
Ref. [5] by applying rank-one perturbations fa†1a1 and
ga†1a

†
1 þ H:c: followed by spectroscopy.

The final generalization is to arbitrarynetworks.Because the
derivation of Eq. (2) is not specific to the choice of j1ih1j as
a field, we can consider using different perturbations.
In particular, applying jψihψ j followed by spectroscopy
providesuswith jhekjψij2.Wechoose fourdifferent operations
jψi¼jni;jmi;ðjniþjmiÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

;ðjniþijmiÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p
followed by

spectroscopy. This provides us with jhnjekij2, jhmjekij2,
jhnjekij2 þ jhmjekij2 þ hnjekihekjmi þ hmjekihekjni, and
jhnjekij2 þ jhmjekij2 − ihnjekihekjmi þ ihmjekihekjni,
from which hekjni and hejjmi can be estimated. Applying
these fields on all pairs ðn;mÞ of the graph would therefore
provide all eigenstates and thus the full Hamiltonian.
But we can do much better: we only need to apply the

fields on a subset of the full system, provided that they form
an “infecting set” [4] (also known as a “zero-forcing set” in
graph theory [18]) and provided that the couplings are
positive. Roughly speaking, it suffices to apply fields to
the “surface”’ of the graph. Under those conditions, the
protocol provided in Ref. [4] combined with the above
can be applied to estimate all parameters. We can think of
such a set as “marker” particles which respond to external
perturbations with a Zeeman shift to provide the parameters
of the Hamiltonian.
Experimental implementations.—We now consider

experimental systems where our Hamiltonian estimation
protocol with Zeeman markers can be realized, along with
potential applications.
Chains of ions trapped in rf-Paul traps [19] are a versatile

platform for quantum simulation [20]. Indeed, one can
engineer Mølmer-Sørensen Hamiltonians [21] of the type
H¼P

ijJijðSþi S−j þH:c:Þ, and retain only nearest-neighbor
interactions via Floquet Hamiltonian engineering [22]
techniques, for instance, using laser Stark-shift gradients.
Building a versatile quantum simulator relies on a precise
characterization of the Hamiltonian between the ions
of the chain, which to a good approximation is
Jij ∝

P
k½ðbki bkjÞ=ðμ2 − ω2

kÞ�—a function of coupling bk

to the collective phonon eigenmodes ωk that mediate the
spin interactions, and where μ is the laser detuning [23].
Measuring the couplings accurately will allow one to
experimentally verify and benchmark this calculated expres-
sion and identify correction terms given by residual phonon
contributions [24]. Overall, such Hamiltonian identification
will enable the directed engineering of exotic Hamiltonians
and ground states in an ion trap system [25]. The protocol

with Zeeman markers is especially suited since one could
prepare and manipulate end states of the chain optically and
perform spectroscopy [26].
The protocol might also find important application in

characterizing spin-based quantum chains, consisting of
either nuclear or electron spins. Such chains have been
proposed as test beds for quantum simulation and quantum
transport, and as “wires” to link distributed quantum
registers [27]. Nuclear chains occur in a variety of natu-
ral systems, for example, 19F chains in solid crystals of
Fluorapatite [28] and 13C spins in certain alkane backbones
[29]. In the latter, the spins are coupled by electron-mediated
J couplings, which at zero or ultralow fields intrinsically has
the Heisenberg form H¼P

jðJjI⃗j ·I⃗jþ1þBIzjÞ, where one
assumes a weak field B ≪ Jj is applied [30]. Zeeman
markers can be readily applied if the ends of the chain
are a different nuclear species. Spectroscopy of the chain
eigenmodes can be achieved by preparing initial states that
have support on all the eigenstates—a simple example being
a polarized spin at particular location in an otherwise mixed
spin chain—and subsequent readout. Selective preparation
of such states can, for instance, be done via algorithmic
cooling [31] or targeted hyerpolarization techniques
[32,33]. Spectroscopic readout can be performed directly
at zero field [34] or by field cycling to higher fields [35,36],
each revealing spin transitions from which the Hamiltonian
eigenvalues can be reconstructed.
In addition, we envision complementary applications for

electron spin chains constructed out of nitrogen-vacancy
(NV) centers and P1 centers in diamond. Controlled nitro-
gen-ion implantation allows the deterministic creation of
such spin chains, with spacings under 40 nm [37], and finite
conversion efficiencies determine the ratio of NV and P1
sites. TheNV centers can be optically polarized and read out,
while P1 centers are not directly addressable at the single spin
level. Such chains have found wide interest in quantum
information [38,39] and in environment assisted quantum
sensing [40], where the P1 centers can act to amplify the
magnetic field sensitivity of the NV centers [41]. The
sensitivity gains could be significant—approaching close
to theHeisenberg limit in someprotocols [40]—and allowing
a plethora of applications in nanoscale magnetometry
[42,43]. However, in practice, the poor characterization of
the couplings between “dark” P1 spins has been the major
obstacle—a problem that would be exactly addressed by our
method. Moreover, since the protocol reveals both the
couplings as well as on-site fields, it could enable arrayed
quantum sensing using an electron spin chain.
Conclusions.—The Hamiltonian parameter estimation

demonstrated above relies on the ability to actively modify
the system through the application of local fields. These do
not need to be time dependent, nor do the measurements
need to resolve the dynamics. This paves the way to a stable
and general parameter estimation. In some systems one
might even get away without having to apply local fields,
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by instead engineering two different Hamiltonians H and
H0, which differ only locally, e.g., by attaching a chemical
ligand to a certain atom or by adding or removing particles.
An important result from quantum computing [44]

shows that, in principle, very hard (“QMA-complete”)
problems can be encoded in spectral properties of simple
Hamiltonians. From a broader perspective, it is fascinating
to speculate which other dynamical properties can be
mapped into spectral ones.
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